Analysis Questions For The Great Gatsby

**Chapter 1**

1. Why does Gatsby choose to throw the party? What is the purpose of the party?
2. What does Gatsby mean by “I understand” when he talks about his past?
3. How do Gatsby’s experiences shape his present actions and decisions?
4. What is the significance of the green light in the novel? How does it relate to Gatsby’s dream?
5. How do the other guests at the party react to Gatsby’s story? What does this tell us about their impressions of him?
6. What is the relationship between Gatsby and Daisy? How does it evolve throughout the novel?
7. How do the relationships between the other characters at the party compare to Gatsby’s relationships?
8. What role does money play in the party scene? How does it affect the characters’ interactions?

**Chapter 2**

1. What happens to the green light in the novel? What does this symbolize?
2. How does Gatsby’s past affect his present actions and decisions? How does this relate to his future prospects?
3. What role does money play in Gatsby’s life? How does it affect his actions and decisions?
4. How does Gatsby’s pursuit of Daisy symbolize his pursuit of the American Dream?
5. What role does the past play in shaping the present in the novel? How does this relate to Gatsby’s story?
6. What is the significance of the green light in the novel? How does it relate to Gatsby’s dream?
7. How do the other guests at the party react to Gatsby’s story? What does this tell us about their impressions of him?
8. What role does money play in the party scene? How does it affect the characters’ interactions?
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